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Additional photos from this trip can be viewed on Flickr:
http://flickr.com/photos/tags/may9chandeleurmap
Here's a video of Jim from UptownAngler.com, who offered the boat to get to the Chandeleur Islands. T hey're about 40 miles
offshore.

And here's a video of a helicopter landing on a sandbar, scaring away pelicans as the balloon mappers observe:
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OpenLayers viewer:
http://archive.publiclaboratory.org/gulf-coast/2010-05-09-louisiana-chandeleur/tms/index.html
Google Maps viewer:
http://archive.publiclaboratory.org/gulf-coast/2010-05-09-louisiana-chandeleur/tms/2010-5-9-louisianachandeleur.html
Geotiff URL:
http://archive.publiclaboratory.org/gulf-coast/2010-05-09-louisiana-chandeleur/geotiff/2010-05-09-louisianachandeleur.tif
TMS URL:
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MBTiles URL:
http://archive.publiclaboratory.org/gulf-coast/2010-05-09-louisiana-chandeleur/2010-5-9-louisianachandeleur.mbtiles
JPG URL:
http://archive.publiclaboratory.org/gulf-coast/2010-05-09-louisiana-chandeleur/jpg/2010-05-09-louisianachandeleur.jpg
JPG filesize:
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Archive of raw images:
http://drndl.grassrootsmapping.org/gulf-coast/2010-05-09-louisiana-chandeleur/2010-5-9-louisianachandeleur-raw.zip
Field notes:
Jim from uptownangler.com
T his was a full day of field work! T he boat set out from the port of Venice and it was a long rough ride out to the Chandeleur going
out, and coming back. Nobody on board got ill, bu the boat was slowed by choppy seas throughout the day.
While it was windy at times, the team found
calm ballooning friendly conditions at mid
day when the flight took place. T he chemical
dispersants were most dominant from our
ground perspective while out along the
Chandeleur. It was a chemical smell that I was
not familiar with, something like gasoline
fumes.
T he actual flight was up at around 1,500' and
was a gentle and prolonged drifting of the
balloon and boat with the anchor not
deployed.
-Stewart

Cartographer notes:
Special thanks to Jim from
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uptownangler.com
T he balloon flight drifted along with the boat
for about a half hour of continuous shooting
inside the Chandeleur barrier island chain.
While we observed visible oil and chemical
dispersants in the water during the whole time
we were out there, the extent of the mapping
area was determined by the presence of
ground control among the aerial images and
GPS tracks.
T his map is of an area in the Chandeleur
where a cut has formed in the barrier island
landform. T here is visible reef rock, sand bar,
and sand spit. T he rainbow color is visible oil
sheen on the surface of the water. T here is
also heavy oil pollution within the san spit,
and in the wave action along the sandy beach.
Brown Pelican (LA State bird) and Sandwich
T ern are identifiable in the SE portion of the
map. T he Captain Jim's boat is also in the
scene.
T he imagery was post-processed to reduce
exposure and bring out more information in
general that was thinned out in the histogram
from water, glare, and beach.
-Stewart
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